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Abstract: JMP has a very powerful, easy-to-use Formula Editor, but can be a daunting transition from 
the world of Excel formulae. So daunting that I (Mark) used JMP for 16 years before really learning 
how to use the Formula Editor to do complex calculations six years ago. This beginner-level demo 
workshop will showcase creating formulas without Formula Editor; Formula Editor basics; use of local 
variables and parameters; statistical functions; row functions; efficient conditional formula writing 
and testing; using column properties in formulas; and test functions. 
 
Objective: learn how to create formulae with/out JMP’s Formula Editor 
 
Further reading / videos: 
 
Discovery 2016 page for this session 
JMP Documentation: Help > Books > Using JMP or online 
New formula column video 
Creating formulas in JMP video 
Using a lookup in JMP video and related blog post 
More JMP Tips & Tricks 
 
Creating Formulae without Formula Editor: 
 
In JMP: Help > Sample Data > See an Alphabetical* > Big Class 
Select height, weight columns > Analyze > Distribution > Y. But we also want to see weight/height. 
Right click on selection in column list > Combine > Ratio (reverse order). This creates a temporary 
column that can be plotted.  
Right click on the new column in the column list to save column to data table. 
 
Alternatively, build a formula by selecting height and weight columns > right click on column header > 
New Formula Column > Combine > Ratio (reverse order). This is the fastest way to build simple 
formula columns. Video. 
 
Close the Big Class file.  
 
  

https://community.jmp.com/docs/DOC-10112
http://www.jmp.com/support/help/Formula_Editor.shtml#96570
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZFiThaKydc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZCZ9b9WYUI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzYkQmbCD4g
http://blogs.sas.com/content/jmp/2014/04/02/lookup-tables-in-jmp/
http://blogs.sas.com/content/jmp/tag/tips-and-tricks/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZFiThaKydc


Using Formula Editor: 
 
Open the Letting Go of Excel Hello Formula Editor.jmp file. 
Recommended practice: create your formula columns to the right of your data - this makes it easier to 
find/group columns 
To create a column, double left click on the first blank column at the right of the data table, or right 
click on column header and select New Column. Once the column is added, right click on the header 
and select Formula. This will launch the Formula Editor.  
 

 
 
Description of the formula columns in this file. It uses BigClass dataset to illustrate different types of 
formulae. 
 
height is: complex formula with script. Uses Column Property Spec Limits of height column (must be 
entered in :height for this formula to work). This is the most complex example. We will examine this 
column second last. 
 
height.is.LocSorted: another version of height.is using scripting with a list and LocSorted(). We will 
examine this column last. 
 
weight/height: simple division of one column by another. Uses Column Property Units.  
Add a New Column then right click and select formula.  
Click the divide button, note the numerator has a red box around it = active selection.  
Then select weight column from the column list.  
Now select the denominator argument, then select the height column.  
Click OK. It's that easy.  
Right click on the column header > Column Info.  
Assign Column Name: weight/height.  
Set format = Fixed Dec with Dec = 2. 
Click on the Column Properties dropdown and select Units. Enter lb/in. Click OK. 
 
  



height.m: uses multiplication by a constant to convert units. 
Create formula column. 
Click on multiplication button. 
Select height column. 
Double-click on second argument and enter 0.0245. In case you have a negative constant, enter the 
absolute value, then click on the change sign button (+/-). 
 
weight.kg: uses multiplication by a Table Variable to convert units. 
Click on the red triangle beside the table name (upper left, script zone) and select New Local 
Variables. 
Name = kgperlb. Value  = 0.4536. Click OK. 
Create new column and add formula. 
Click on kgperlb from the Table Variables list. 
Click on the empty argument. 
Click on the Local Variables dropdown and select Table Columns. 
Select the weight column. 
Name the column, set format and # decimals, assign units. 
 
subject.sex.is: uses Match() to convert M/F to Boy/Girl 

  
Create formula column. 
Set column type to Character Nominal from Column Info since the result will not be numeric 
Select the sex column. 
Select Match from Conditional Functions.  
Select Add Match Arguments From Data on the popup. 
Type in "Girl", "Boy", and leave the last row blank. 
When building a complex formula, it is always good to test if it is calculating correctly. 
Run the Formula Test Distribution script and test that all the M are Boy and F are Girl. 
 
MR.weight: calculates row-to-row moving range using Dif(). 
Dif() is listed under Row Functions. 
Dif(column,x) calculates current row minus value x rows back. x<0 means x rows ahead. 
 
delta.weight: calculates difference between current row and first row using subscript 
Subcsript is listed under Row Functions. 
 
sex.normalized.weight: ratio of weight to the mean weight for subject's sex. makes use of Col 
Mean(Variable, by Variable). 
Col Mean() is listed under Statistical Functions. 
To get the Col Mean(weight) by sex, click the ^ button to insert the byVariable argument. 
 



weight.sex.cu.prob: computes normal distribution probability for weight by sex. 
Normal Distribution() is listed under Probability Functions. 
Col Mean() and Col Std Dev() are listed under Probability Functions. 
We want to have the same formula for height. There is no need to retype the formula. 
Add a blank column at the far right of the data table. 
Right click on the column header of weight.sex.cu.prob, and select Copy Column Properties. 
Right click on the column header of the new column, and select Paste Column Properties. 
Edit the formula and change each instance of weight to height. 
This method of copy/paste will work across data tables as well. 
 
subject.age.is: uses conditional formula to deal with row 1, then calculate if current subject is 
same/else/greater than previous using Lag(). Value Labels are used. 
  

 
  
Create Formula column. Set type to Numeric Ordinal since results will be integers categories 
If() is listed under Conditional Functions. 
Click on the first then clause, then the ^ button to insert multiple clauses. We need clauses plus else. 
Click on the first expr argument, then Comparison > a==b which is comparison not assignment. 
Click on the first argument > Row Functions > Row. 
Click on the second argument after == and enter 1. This takes care of first row problem. 
Leave the then clause blank. JMP will handle blank cells. 
Construct the rest of the formulae.  
Lag() is listed under Row Functions. Lag(column,x) refers to column value x rows back. x<0 means x 
rows ahead. 
To display numbers as text (think mode flags, etc.), we can use Column Properties > Value Labels 
To change the display order use Column Properties > Value Ordering 
  



 
 
The next columns use Character Functions 
 
Proper.Name: uses Titlecase() to convert uppercase 
Address.Name: uses Match() and then concatenates title. Space is omitted on purpose for next 
formulae. 
Munger.Name: uses Munger() to insert ". " at position 3 
Shortened.Name: uses If and Contains() to shorten names 
Word.Name: uses Word() to extract the 2nd word 
 
height is: complex formula with script. uses Column Property Spec Limits of height column (must be 
entered in :height for this formula to work).  
The values are blank because the specs for height need to be entered. 
Right click on height column > Column Properties > Spec Limits. 
Enter LSL = 64, USL = 68. Okay. 
Right click on height.is columns > Formula > Apply > OK. 
Double-clicking on a formula will launch script editing mode. Vastly improved in JMP13. 
 

 
 



height.is.LocSorted: another version of height.is using scripting with a list and LocSorted(). 
Double click on the formula to reveal the script. 

 
 


